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Kathleen Ramsay

From: Laura Asermily <lasermily@yahoo.com>

Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2019 9:06 AM

To: Kathleen Ramsay

Cc: Middlebury Energy Committee

Subject: Solar Project Comments (please share with SB)

Hi Kathleen--I am sharing a few comments that have been sent to me to share with rest of 
Selectboard for tonight's meeting on the Midd College solar project. Emily Josselson just sent out a 
reminder to people she knows about coming tonight. Is there a way we can find out if Encore hopes 
to sell out of state RECs with part of this project? That could explain its huge scale. Laura 
 
email thread between me and Theresa Gleason 
 
Theresa: Hi Laura,  I can't make the select board meeting where you will be talking about the solar 
farm on South Street Extension. Just wanted to weigh in—I love walking out there; it’s peaceful and 
beautiful! Is there some reason the college can’t choose a spot that doesn’t disrupt this? I am glad the 
college is working on all this solar, but it sounds like they might have some other spots that are more 
appropriate for that many solar panels. Thanks! 
Theresa Gleason. 21 Painter Hills Rd 
 
Laura: We're not sure that they do. Ledge or other visibility issues can be an issue. It will cost them 
more to develop on land they don't own. All a hard trade off... 
 
Laura: Hi Theresa--Did you send your message to any other selectboard members? I will do that but 
don't want to duplicate your effort. I will ask what the limits are to rooftop solar. I know that some 
college buildings like Hillcrest have it but it could have to do with a limit on how the electric accounts 
are set up. MNFC didn't put solar on their roof because th amount of electric they needed wasn't able 
to be accommodated by the size roof they had so they went off its at Misty Knolls. You can only have 
one solar array per electric account. That is the limit.  
 
Theresa:Thanks Laura! I would love to have you forward to the rest of select board. I didn’t want to 
type in every name! 
 
email thread between me and Jeanne Van Order 
 
Jeanne: Hello Laura, We are writing to you out of concern for the South Street  Extension solar farm 
that Middlebury College is proposing. We are people who walk and bike out on South Street 
Extension on a daily basis. 
Also,  we are not against solar arrays,  we just think that this pristine area should not be the place to 
locate this effort. 
We are not able to make any of the public meetings due to out of state  family health issues,  but 
would like to be on record as hoping that the college finds a better area to develop their solar energy 
source. 
Thank You So Much, Jeannie and Marsdin Van Order 13 South Street Middlebury 
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Laura: Thanks for reaching out, Jeanne. Have you sent this to other SB members or just me? We're 
not sure that they do have better sites but are asking. Ledge or other visibility issues can be an issue. 
It will cost them more to develop on land they don't own. All a hard trade off… 
 
 
Jeanne: Just to you, as you are the only one I know personally.   I’m down in NJ now dealing with a 
family health crisis.   But did want to support the effort to get this solar power development to a less 
beautiful area.   
 
 
 

 
 


